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COMMENTS ON MODALITIES AND METHODS OF FACILITATING THE CONTRIBUTION OF NGOs FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The State Parties to the 2003 UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage from Developing Countries should identify and recommend active Non-governmental Organizations with proven competence on ICH matters and whose membership includes experts with experience in
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage and satisfies the criteria set out in paragraph 88 of the Directives to act in an advisory capacity to the committee.

The NGOs need to be registered in the State Party register of NGOs which are actively involved in Heritage management. In accordance with the operational directives for the implementation of the convention for the safeguarding of Intangible Cultural heritage of June 2008, clause 76 and 77 which allow state parties to create consultative body for coordination of Intangible Cultural Heritage, the cultural Network for Kenya (CU-NET (K) was established through the initiative of African Cultural Regeneration Institute (ACRI) and the Department of Culture and registered.

Kenya supports the principle of equitable geographical representation as this approach will benefit not only developing countries, but also the world at large enhancing the efforts of Safeguarding the Intangible Cultural Heritage in different countries.
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